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Cargo is an installation that aims to broaden  
our perspective of mundane products.  
It is a research project focused on the complex 
systems of transported goods around the  
globe - that fundamentally affect our way of life.  
Cargo proposes a new made in label, which 
is the object itself. The products of the  
installation were designed to be the carriers of 
their own story. They reveal the journey  
of two representatives of Iceland, aluminium 
and fish, across boarders and continents  
to their destination.  
At the same time they objectify the complex 
mechanisms of consumerism.



1 _ reyjkjavík _ viðeyjarsund



the dumpster _ reykjavík supermarkets

2 _ cargo traffic



27 january 2016



Reykjavík, capital of Iceland, early evening. 
Supermarket dumpsters. Filled with edible 
food, declared to be waste. Within it, piles of 
fresh bananas. Every day, every month of the 
year. What culture do these originate in? 
The setting does not give rise to their value. 
They’ve taken great distances. How they did get 
here? Others are on their way, visually perfect, 
in vacuo contained on sea or loaded on one’s 
shoulder. Supply is steady. Don’t we expect it  
to be? A globalized world is ignorant of seasons. 
Ecuador, Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia, Peru. 
Ordinary banana, representative of our time?





the banana

This investigation into cargo shipping started when we repeatedly found fresh bananas piles in Icelandic supermarket 
dumpsters. So mundane and yet so alien to Iceland – our findings made us wonder about where all these fruits  
came from and the effort it must have taken to get them from one corner of the world to another. It was clear that they  
had travelled great distances. Something - more or less everything - was wrong with the scenery.

the food importer

Looking at the potential of that discarded food, we immediately saw applications as it being a source for condensed  
nutrients, raw materials such as fibers or a basis for fruit leather. Reasonable as it was to prolong the life of products that 
were declared to be useless though full of potential use and value, we decided to tackle the set of problems from a  
preceding point. We contacted one of the biggest local food importers, tracing these bananas to their origins.  
Consulting Magnús Ólafsson, head of Innnes, revealed astonishing insights to a system invisible to us, the consumers.  
Bananas travel from plantations in Ecuador – in specialized oxygen sealed containers - via the Panama Canal to Rotterdam 
and over the North Atlantic to Reykjavík in fourteen days, where they arrive in a fresh condition at affordable cost.1  
„Thirty three hands“ are needed to get a banana from the banana plantation to the potential customer.2 At this  
point it was clear that the world is shrinking at an ever growing rate thanks to global trade. All materials are available  
everywhere and the most exotic food is just a container away. Puzzled by the complexity of a seemingly ordinary object –  
a banana – we focused on the story behind products.

_
1 Informal interview with Magnús Ólafsson on february 3rd. 
2 Informal interview with Magnús Ólafsson on february 3rd.



3 _ the dumpster _ food behind reykjavík supermarkets



4 _ catch of the day _ selection of edible food from a single dumpster



3 february 2016



The world is shrinking at an ever growing rate.



5 _ bananas _ february in iceland



6 _ standardized cavendish banana _ ecuadorian passport





the lifestyle

Banana, clothes, coffee, toilet paper, mobile phone, pencil. More than 80 percent of the global GDP travels on cargo ships  
between countries on the world’s oceans - the forgotten space.3 The system that enables our modern  
lifestyle and brings most of the products that we surround ourselves with.⁴ Consume oriented, products appear in front  
of us bearing no traces of the travel they have undertaken. Foreign commodities and materials become available,  
common and expected. 

the system

Our human society has created a complex system of shipped goods around the globe. A network that is even too  
multilayered to grasp for those who actively participate every day. In the heart of it, a simple steel container. When it was  
standardized internationally into a certain size in the late 1960’s, it could match on any ship, any train and any truck which 
sped up material flow around the globe more than ever.⁵ Faster material flow encouraged specialized industries,  
where whole countries could focus on producing bananas, iron ore or sugar mainly for export and rely on other countries 
for import of other products. The scale of the system has been steadily growing ever since. The first containership of its 
time carried 236 containers, that was in 1966,⁶ while the largest of its size today carries 19.000 containers.⁷

_
3 No Author, “International trade: Slowing merchandise trade,” World Economic Situation and Prospects 2012, Chapter II, pg. 44, fetched January 22nd from  
http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/policy/wesp/wesp_archive/2012chap2.pdf. 
4 Sekimizu, Koju, ““Shipping: indispensable to the world” selected as World Maritime Day theme for 2016,” International Maritime Organization, fetched January 18th  
from http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/47-WMD-theme-2016-.aspx.
5 Marc Levinson, The Box: How the Shipping Container Made the World Smaller and the World Economy Bigger, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2008, pg. 149.
6 Mukherjee, K. Proshanto, Mark Brownrigg, Farthing on International Shipping: Studies in Maritime Affairs, New York: Springer, 2013, pg. 121.
7 Justin Parkinson, “On board the world´s biggest ship,” BBC News Magazine, fetched February 8th 2016 from http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-31813045.



7 _ collage _ the ship _ banana transports thoughout history



8 _ collage _ the container _ amount of fitting banana boxes





the translation

During the three months process we collected potential materials to use for the realization part; either directly related to 
the shipping industry, materials that support products - such as pallets and cardboard - and materials historically linked  
to trade. It proved difficult to pin global commerce down, but shifting our focus towards the local context brought – in our 
opinion - exciting realness as well as desired criticism into the project. 

the context

Iceland, an island situated in the middle of the North-Atlantic has long been depending on import and export, even more 
than mainland countries. Reading into the countrie’s trading culture provided raw materials - cod and aluminum. 
The fishing industry has been vital for the nation’s well-being since the 14th century, when it became the country’s most 
important export product, replacing hand spun wool.8 It has affected the society and the economy ever since,  
still today fish exports account for about 30% of the nation’s GDP.9 For decades one of Iceland’s main customer has been 
Spain, that can receive fresh cod only two days after it is caught in Iceland.10  
Another industry settled in Iceland in 1969. 11 Foreign aluminum giants became interested in the country’s vast amount  
of available geothermal- and hydro energy for the heavily energy consuming industry. Since then the industry has  
been steadily growing and has become the second largest industry, where aluminum oxide is imported and raw aluminum 
exported.12

_
8 No Author, “From Poverty to Abundance,” The Maritimes Museum´s permanent exhibition, fetched March 3rd 2016 from http://borgarsogusafn.is/en/reykjavik- 
maritime-museum/exhibitions/poverty-abundance.
9 No Author, “Áhrif stóriðjuframkvæmda á íslenskt efnahagslíf,” Reykjavík: Iðnaðarráðuneytið, July 2009, pg. 14. https://www.atvinnuvegaraduneyti.is/media/Rafraen_ 
afgreidsla/2009-07-ahrif-storidjuframkvaemda-isl-efnahagslif.pdf.
10 Informal interview with Brynjar Marinóson on March 16th.
11 No Author, “Áhrif stóriðjuframkvæmda á íslenskt efnahagslíf,” Reykjavík: Iðnaðarráðuneytið, July 2009, pg. 10. https://www.atvinnuvegaraduneyti.is/media/Rafraen_ 
afgreidsla/2009-07-ahrif-storidjuframkvaemda-isl-efnahagslif.pdf.
12 Same source, pg. 14.



the dumpster _ reykjavík supermarkets

9 _ standardized cooling containers for fish _ reykjavík harbor



10 _ cod catch _ grindavík



11 _ fish processing _ illustration



12 _ icelandic one krona _ coined with cod



13 _ imported aluminium oxide _ exported aluminium ingots



14 _ missing secondary aluminium industry _ imported heavy foil for corrugated facades  





the installation

Criticising an invisible network of that magnitude, we wanted to create narrative products, backed up with moving images. 
We took different perspectives; from the cosmic view of the material journey to process an aluminium can, over  
shootings on an actual cargo vessel as well as shootings in the reykjavik industrial harbor, interviewing involved parties 
such as deck workers, captain, marketing and head of security. At the same time the smallest and crucial entity to that 
system - the container - would be referenced in a cornucopia and as the top for table plates, with a fundamental impact on 
its use. Our objects would display more than a single point of view, they would even contradict themselves, roughly welded 
but with a fragile surface finish. Bearing their own story they would be a communication tool to spark discussion.

the production

The choice of cod and aluminium from the heart of the icelandic economy influenced our processes and shapes. Together 
they would go hand in hand in a monochrome picture, varying in textures of different treatments, as many faced materials. 
We made collages, translated our research into graphs, sketched, 3D rendered and prototyped. As we wanted the different 
elements to be in a dialogue, we repeatedly built and adjusted. Dxf files, cardboard mock-ups and 3D renderings became 
the medium between the craftsmen and us. Our collaboration with the many skilled workers from Stjörnublikk, Málmstey-
pan Hella, Geislatækni, S. Helgason, Blástur.is and Geislar made in-time realization possible. The objects were finalized 
and finished in our studio.

the products

The tables represent two crucial elements of contemporary trade. The underconstruction quotes on a container crane, its 
corrugated top is derived from the container corrugation. Two objects that make up the foundation for a global economy.13 
To match on the table top and represent the abundance of available things stands a cornucopia in the shape of a container, 
overflooded by produce like a Dutch golden age painting.1⁴ 
A contemporized amphora then gives the audience the first concrete information – more of a hint – what the story re-
volves around. The vessels – associated with Greek and Roman history - is one of the earliest cargo containers known.1⁵ 
In the context of modern cargo shipping the amphora visualizes the jump in quantity that has taken place – from small 
amounts of valuables being carried over the world’s oceans to the modern big scale industry. The amphora towers on top 
of the other objects carrying valuable information about it´s creation. The information, only understandable if inspected 
carefully, shows a fragmented – still accurate – story of it’s production made with fish-leather intarsias. 
 
The very abstract objects are followed up by a proposition of a new “made-in label”. The label delivers very specific infor-
mation about the production and transport of all elements involved in the making of an Appelsín can – an Icelandic or-
ange-soda drink. It traces each step of production from bauxite mining in Brazil to a ready aluminum can being filled with 
the Appelsín in Reykjavík.1⁶ A cluttered animation laser-engraved in fish-leather, stitched to a high table and stretching 
close to two meters. It bridges the gap between made in and the consumer, bringing forward the sometimes absurd meas-
ures undertaken to support our lifestyle.

_
13 Marc Levinson, The Box: How the Shipping Container Made the World Smaller and the World Economy Bigger, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2008, pg. 2.
14 No Author, “Painting in the Dutch Golden Age: A profile of the Seventeenth Century,” National Gallery of Art, Washington: Department of Education Publications, pg. 34.
http://www.nga.gov/content/dam/ngaweb/Education/learning-resources/teaching-packets/pdfs/dutch_painting.pdf.
15 Cartwright, Mark, “A Visual Glossary og Greek Pottery,” Ancient History Encyclopedia, fetched march 17th 2016 from http://www.ancient.eu/article/489/.
16 Simoes, Alexander, “Where does Iceland import Aluminium Oxide from (2014)” The Observatory of Economic Complexity, fetched February 8th 2016 from http://atlas.
media.mit.edu/en/visualize/tree_map/hs92/import/isl/show/2818/2014/.



15 _ amphora in the making _ hollow mold from laser cut mdf



16 _ fillered positive mold in sand negative



17 _ the amphora _ two separate sides with runners 



18 _ post processing _ before welding 



19 _ weldseam referencing the rough craftsmanship in contemporary harbors 



the dumpster _ reykjavík supermarkets

20 _ aluminium story _ rubber covered amphora after sandblasting for inlays



27 february 2016



Products appear in front of us bearing no traces 
of the travel they have undertaken.



21 _ video still _ sundahöfn _ decharging arriving goods



22 _ video still _ the scale of tools _ container crane  



23 _ video still _ palette and traces



24 _ video still _ lagafoss _ on its way to the aluminium smelter in grundartangi



12 april 2016



Products as communication tools  
to spark discussion.



25 _ container _ crane _ cornucopia



the dumpster _ reykjavík supermarkets

26 _ fish leather on corrugated aluminium

the amphora



the dumpster _ reykjavík supermarkets

27 _ crane _ sandblasted weldseam



28 _ aluminium _ ingots _ crane _ container



29 _ contemporary amphora _ bearing fish intarsias for five countries



30 _ fish _ cod leather filled with aluminium oxide



the dumpster _ reykjavík supermarkets

31 _ made in label



32 _ cornucopia _ containercopia



33 _ detail _ made in label _ port of rotterdam _ europe’s biggest cargo transfer harbor



34 _ aluminium installation





the exhibition

Cargo was exhibited in the Reykjavík Art Museum from April 23rd to May 8th along with six other graduation projects 
from the product design bachelor programme. The Cargo objects were accompanied by a minimalistic cabinet of  
curiosities. Black metal shelfs behind a pedastal framed the materials – cod and aluminum – in their raw and processed 
state. Further it consisted of the previously mentioned objects; two tables, the cornucopia, the amphora and the  
made in label. A big screen displayed the movie, capturing the colourful scenery of the cargo shipping service in Iceland.  
A smaller display looped on a container boat shot on the ocean. The videos stood in contrast with the monochrome  
grey objects, though speaking the similar formal language. 
Hundreds of people came ro visit the graduation show. Through that platform we were able to open the dialogue with  
various characters. Guiding people through the made in label, we recognized that this literal tool would reach the  
majority of guests. The reactions on Cargo were diverse but had in common that the setup could spark questions and  
discussion - from shocked estates, over political discourses, related references, personal stories to historical talks.  
Viewing one detail after an other let the bigger picture and purpose became clearer yet more complex.

the future

The project is a part of an ongoing research – through Cargo we could open a first path to tackle mistakes in our human 
made systems with its most commonly linear production chains. All elements would now need more space.  
The video complementing the designed objects was cut for the graduation exhibition. We would like to include interviews, 
giving voice to the actions of contemporary trade to further explain the procedure and process of cargo shipping, make 
 a short documentary. Further more we would like to apply the made in label to different materials and real products.  
This installation was designed to spark a dialogue about our consume behavior, hidden processes, globalization,  
linear systems, substitutions or value. Further more we will tackle real products, in participating in a three month project 
for finding applications for visually damaged food and production leftovers - Cargo just transforms and already  
influenced our way of working and positioning ourselves in the design field. It will also be exhibited during an event series 
about desirable futures, as well as we would like to take it to the Dutch Design Week in Eindhoven.



35 _ the exhibition _ setup in the cabinet of curiosity



36 _ exhibition detail _ imported brazilian aluminium oxide
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